The Flat Stanley Project welcomes you! Check out the website at: www.flatstanley.com
Please cut out this Flat Stanley character to send to others or take to interesting places. Record your adventures using a digital camera or the new Flat Stanley mobile app. Post the images and some explanatory text to the Flat Stanley site, to Facebook, or share by email. Millions of children around the world have enjoyed Flat Stanley's travels. Join the Flat Stanley phenomenon and support this international literacy activity by adding your own images to the Flat Stanley Project.

“Kids- if YOU keep your sense of humor, and reach out to other kids in ALL the world, and get them to reach out to you in their own way, there may be a human race here in another 100 years!”

- Pete Seeger, written to Dale Hubert on the back of his Flat Stanley.
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Please cut out this Flat Stanley character, then take it with you to interesting places and chronicle your adventures using a digital camera or the new iPhone app. Post the images and some explanatory text to the Flat Stanley Picture Gallery blog or use the app to upload directly to the site. Contact Dale Hubert (mail@dalehubert.com) for your free blog account. Millions of children around the world have shared Flat Stanley's travels. Join the Flat Stanley phenomenon and support this international literacy activity by adding your own images to the Flat Stanley Project.
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